Week Of: 
May 14-18

Focus Letters: 
B,b, C,c O,o S,s

Reminders
End of Year Carnival 
Tuesday, May 22

Last Day of School 
Tuesday May 22

Weekly Theme
Ocean Life / Beach

Weekly Recap
We had a fun week preparing for our special day for our moms! The children were so proud of all their special surprises. They loved painting portraits, drawing their favorite mom activities and creating corsages. We continued working letter recognition by playing alphabet bingo and letter detective with our weekly focus letters. The children are working on name writing as well as tracing and writing numbers 1-10. It’s hard to believe we only have a short time left together.
We had so much fun in our sensory Earth activity with ocean & land animals.

We loved watching our caterpillars change into beautiful butterflies.

We had fun making our own bird feeders with a recycled item.